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ABSTRACT

ITS systems have been deployed for last one and a half decades. Their aim is to increase a traffic flow rate in a road network of an urbanized area, to improve the comfort of driving as well as to decrease the pollution. A lot of commercial software are available to simulate road traffic in urbanized areas. Some of them are suitable to perform traffic simulations of intelligent transportation systems via traffic modeling. A process of traffic modeling exploiting numerical simulations for an urban area where an ITS is deployed requires provision of digital maps, traffic demand amongst city zones, traffic signalization micro-programs being executed in the environment that can imitate a dynamic behavior of traffic lights at intersections in the ITS. In this paper an execution environment, developed by the ArsNumerica Group, that launches a road traffic micro-simulation is used to audit a performance of intersections’ signalization micro-programs on one of the main arteries in the city of Wrocław (Poland).
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1. Introduction

Simulating an intelligent transportation system is a complicated task. It requires provision of
  • digital maps,
  • traffic demand amongst city zones,
  • traffic signalization micro-programs being executed in the environment that can imitate a dynamic behavior of traffic lights at intersections in the intelligent transport system.

Digital maps may be provided by local geo-data providers (the reality in Poland means that it is e.g. [4]) or free global ones e.g. [5]. Usually traffic demand in the form of an origin destination matrix is calculated numerically from some kind of cordon measurements like e.g. [6] or can come from GPS data [7]. Full trip surveillance methods are expensive and are rarely used. For the simulation of an intelligent transportation system link count data is readily available. Such data was used to obtain an input to a procedure described in [3] to calculate origination destination matrix.

The last crucial element is dynamic traffic lights control. In an intelligent transportation system traffic light phases are prolonged or shortened depending on the flow rate on particular lanes (c.f. [8] for Wrocław’s instance of the ITS). That is why simple static settings of traffic light logic is not sufficient for the simulation.

In this paper we present an integrated execution environment to dynamically simulate traffic light phase adjustment on multiple intersections included into the intelligent transportation system. Such an environment enables us to calibrate the traffic model again any parameters of a single simulation. The idea of such an integrated environment was already used in the field of electro-magnetic designing (c.f. [12]). Due to this fact such an environment can be used to check whether a better performance can be achieved with different parameters. A numerical example concerns one of the main arteries in the city of Wrocław (Poland). In the example presented in this paper the sequence table is
parametrized and the simulations with flows from real life link counts from peak hours are tested. Such an assessment of an intelligent transportation system is a detailed extension of the assessment methodologies described in [9].

2. Dynamic simulation of the city

2.1. Static vs dynamic simulation

Dealing with a dynamic traffic simulation is far more complicated than with a static one. For a static simulation traffic light settings are set once for the whole simulation time. To define a static simulation it is sufficient to have

1. a road network definition,
2. defined traffic flows dependent on a traffic demand supplied,
3. static light signalization logic settings for a simulator such as SUMO [2].

For a dynamic simulation light signalization settings are adjusted according to changes in traffic flow. In the traffic simulation SUMO [2] such an adjustment can be performed using the TraCI extension [2]. To define the whole configuration one needs to get

1. a road network definition,
2. defined traffic flows dependent on a supplied traffic demand,
3. TraCI client configured so that it may connect to the SUMO simulator running the simulation defined by the latter two points,
4. an intersections’ micro-programs executor that with the use of the TraCI client
   • may read current flow at the specified lanes of the roads,
   • may change current traffic light settings at the end time of the last sequence for the next cycle depending on a measured flow at specified detectors.

In [10] and [15] the implementation of an execution environment that fulfills the above conditions for a dynamic simulation was presented. Having defined a road network with validation detectors and traffic trips using origin destination matrix method [3] of a SUMO trip generator [2] for link count data – coming from an intelligent transportation system in a certain period of time. The last element needed are micro-programs to define a dynamic signalization control. For this purpose we extended a TCL language free interpreter PICOL [11] to be able to read validation detector counts and set traffic lights logic for the next cycle.

The original implementation of the above interpreter covered the following instructions

1. variables of simple types numeric, string and boolean,
2. substitution instruction,
3. loop instruction,
4. if instruction,
5. a calculator of expressions using variables and constants of the data types served,
6. procedure calls.

Our extension of the above interpreter covered

1. arrays,
2. access to predefined validation detectors,
3. access to predefined traffic light logic.

Using the above extension allowed us to write and execute TCL microprograms for a sequence of intersections on one of the main arteries in the city of Wroclaw – Legnicka Street. The microprograms correspond to those from the GERTRUDE system [8] in the intelligent transportation system deployed in the city. For each intersection its sequence table can be provided in an XML file. A sequence table is a table containing a description of the whole cycle of the specified intersection divided into sequences (phases) with their durations and possibility of the prolongation (see Figure 1). In Figure 2 we show an example of a microprogram to dynamically control an intersection.
3. Execution framework for calibration of parameters

On the top of the simulation environment there is a framework of the execution environment that is driven by a global optimization algorithm. A global optimization algorithm optimizes a quality of the simulation depending on the parameters. The structure of the implemented environment is shown in Figure 3.

3.1. Parameter space – constrained space

The parameters in the case of the auditing of the sequence of signalized intersections are their sequence tables. In the examples in the next section a time of the prolongation and the initial duration of the chosen sequence in the table are our optimized parameters. Of course the framework can serve also for calibration of parameters such as Krauss model parameters [13]. Into the parameter space we can also include offsets of the chosen phases so that the green wave optimization can be performed [14].

3.2. Objective functions

As an objective function we have chosen the average length of queues on the lights during a whole simulation. The total time of all trips can also be chosen. The objective functions used for calibration of the measurements are usually mean square error between measured data and the data obtained from the simulation. The nature of such functions is described in [13].

4. Global optimization algorithms

As a global optimization algorithm we used Matlab [18] implementation of the Genetic Algorithm based Augmented Lagrangian method for constrained optimization [16]. The augmented Lagrangian method is a connection of the penalty function method with the common Lagrange multipliers method. For the n-th intersection auditing the input vector has a form

\[ x = (r_1, \text{fix}_1, \ldots, r_1, \text{fix}_1, r_{1+1}, \text{fix}_{1+1}, \ldots, \\
  r_1, \text{fix}_1, \ldots, r_{(n-1)+1}, \text{fix}_{(n-1)+1}, \ldots, r_n, \text{fix}_n) \]

where components \( r_k, \text{fix}_k, \ldots, r_{k+1}, \text{fix}_{k+1} \) of vector \( x \) concern the \( k \)-th intersection sequence table for \( k = 1, \ldots, n-1 \). For \( n \)-th intersection corresponding components are \( r_n, \text{fix}_n, \ldots, r_{n+1}, \text{fix}_{n+1} \), \( \text{fix}_{n+1} \) where the sequence table is parametrized with \( 2l \) variables.

This notation corresponds to entries of the sequence table shown in e.g. 1 so the \( r_{k,j} \) correspond to \( j \)-th sequence \( T \) column entry and \( \text{fix}_{k,j} \) correspond to \( j \)-th sequence \( \text{Fix} \) column entry.

Also Particle Swarm Optimization methods can be used such as [17] that were applied to traffic lights optimization in [15].

5. Auditing procedure

An overview of assessment methodologies of an intelligent transportation system can be found in [9]. The concept of the auditing procedure with the use of the framework described in the previous section relies on the as close as possible recovery of the traffic conditions in the analyzed network. The procedure consists of the following steps:

1. Prepare a road network model.
2. Prepare traffic demand in the form of a log of a link count data in a prescribed time window.
3. Calculate an origin destination matrix to establish routes.
4. Prepare sequence tables for all cross-sections in the analyzed network that is valid for the analyzed intelligent transportation system.
5. Prepare a table of offsets in case of an arteria simulation.
6. Prepare micro-programs in TCL for the ArsNumerica environment that correspond to those executed in the analyzed intelligent transportation system with the sequence tables defined in the previous step.
7. Run Global Optimization Algorithm with the ArsNumerica execution environment with the above settings of the network, sequence tables for the intersections included and microprograms. The aim is to minimize the objective function measuring a quality of the performance of traffic in the network for the specified settings of parameters. The parameters are
   (a) sequence tables,
   (b) offset table
8. if the traffic is recovered by the simulation with nominal settings (those corresponding to the real intelligent transportation system settings) then
   (a) if the objective function can be radically decreased then something is wrong in the analyzed intelligent transportation system
   (b) if the objective function cannot be improved the real setting seems to be OK.

Fig. 3. Execution environment structure [own study]
6. Example of Legnicka optimization

With the use of the proposed procedure and the implemented environment we perform the assessment of three cross-sections on Legnicka Street – one of the main arteries in the City of Wrocław.

The steps from section 5 were performed as follows:
1. The network model was taken from open street maps [5]
2. Prepare traffic demand in the form of a log of a link count data in a prescribed time window.
   The link count data were received from the Wrocław intelligent transportation system for the working days between 12-23 May 2014 in the morning peak hour i.e. 7:15-8:15. The data then is average link count from 10 working days.
3. Calculate origin destination matrix to establish routes.
   The SUMO tool DfRouter [2] was used. It has to be noted that this tool works only for relatively simple networks up to 20 cross-sections and without roundabouts. That means it cannot be used in the process of modeling of the city or larger regions. For this purpose the method described in [3] has to be used.
4. Prepare sequence tables for all cross-sections in the analyzed network that is valid for the analyzed intelligent transportation system.

5. Prepare a table of offsets in case of an arteria simulation.
6. Prepare micro-programs in TCL for ArsNumerica environment that correspond to those executed in the analyzed intelligent transportation system with the sequence tables defined in the previous step.

The example of the micro-program for our execution environment is shown in Figure 7. This program enables auditing three intersections on Lotnicza and Legnicka street i.e. Na Ostatnim Groszu, Bajana and Hutnicza.

7. Run Global Optimization Algorithm with the ArsNumerica execution environment with the above settings of the network, sequence tables for the intersections included and microprograms.

We use as parameters of the optimization only some entries of sequence tables of three cross-sections. The optimization concerned 6 variables in sequence tables shown in Figure 5. The variables enabled us to parametrize the duration of all main green phases and corresponding red phases and also prolongation for the intelligent transportation system. Offsets were taken from the intelligent transportation system such as shown in step 5. of this procedure. The objective function was the sum of all queue lengths during the time of the simulation at all intersections.

8. If the traffic is recovered by the simulation with nominal settings (those corresponding to the real intelligent transportation system settings) then
   (a) if the objective function can be radically decrease then something wrong is in the analyzed intelligent transportation system
   (b) if the objective function cannot be improved the real setting seems to be OK.

As is clear from Figure 8 no substantial decrease of the objective function was achieved during optimization the Genetic algorithm using ITS flows. When the inflow is increased in the entering intersection and outflow increased at other three big intersections, then as it is seen at Figure 9 the objective function can be improved even by 25%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cresssection ID in the ITS</th>
<th>Crossed Street Name</th>
<th>Offset in [s]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Jana Pawła II</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>262</td>
<td>PdP</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>Rybacka</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Offsets in the Intelligent Transport System in Wroclaw for Lotnicza and Legnicka Street [own study]
7. Conclusion

In this paper we presented a concept of the methodology of numerical auditing of intelligent transportation system traffic light settings and their dynamic behavior. We presented a four level environment that enables us to simulate a dynamic behavior of the intelligent transportation system. This is done by the ability of the environment to execute to each intersection its micro-program that can dynamically – according to the sequence table – change duration of phases, keeping phases coordination and drivers safety. The software that implements this environment was developed by the ArsNumerica Group. In the paper the auditing procedure was described and applied to audit ITS in the city of Wroclaw. Using a genetic algorithm on the top of our environment we showed numerically that light settings on the main arteria of the city – namely Legnicka Street – are very well suited for flows currently measured. It means that the objective function in the optimization could not be substantially decreased for parametrized sequence tables for three intersections. The same was not true for flows increased by 15%. In this case queues could have been shortened by 25%.

Fig. 7. Micro-program to audit three intersections along Legnicka Street in Wroclaw [own study]

Fig. 8. (a) Parameters being optimized, (b) The objective function. Nominal settings of traffic flows [own study]

Fig. 9. (a) Parameters being optimized. (b) The objective function. Results for calculations performed for Legnicka Street with flows obtained from the Wroclaw ITS in May 2014 increased inflows by 15% at the beginning of the arteria (South) and summed 15% of outflows at the main intersections [own study]
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